
Total packhouse traceability
From raw material to �nal product, processes can be accurately controlled 
and monitored to drive out waste and costs and deliver full traceability. 
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Greenlight T&T (Track and Trace) is a complete packhouse management system. It is �exible and modular in design; 
therefore suitable for both small pack-houses with simple processes, and larger multiproduct pack-houses with 
complex multi product operations. From raw material to �nal product, processes can be accurately controlled and 
monitored to drive out waste and costs and deliver full traceability. Integration with both CropWalker and Greenlight 
Grower Management data provides the invaluable link in the traceability chain from pack-house back to grower site.

New or existing back o�ce �nance or ERP solutions can be integrated to deliver the ideal pack-house management 
solution.  
 
With its ability to consolidate and manage large quantities of uniquely referenced data, Greenlight Track and Trace 
ensures essential information is accessible at any point in the procurement process. This enables it to be instantly 
modi�ed and updated, reinforcing the entire information process from quality management through to the control of 
logistics.

Greenlight Track and Trace brings supply chain 

from farm to warehouse. The live information 

across the business. 

Dr. Scott Phillips  
Technical and Agronomy Director

Success story:With the increased need to 
access and input data from 
any location, Greenlight T&T 
embraces the latest hand-
held technologies, delivering 
instant information at the 
point required, so whoever 
undertakes the task – and 
wherever they are based 
– routines are completed 
quickly and e�ciently and 

transferred rapidly, avoiding unnecessary duplication of e�ort 
and speeding up operational processes.  
 
Intelligent auditing features constantly check conformity and 
compliance against any given speci�cations, minimising error 
and reducing risk. So, at every point, Greenlight Track and 
Trace can help you to monitor a consignment’s status and 
security, con�rm its past and control its future. Giving you the 
advantage of being able to meet every demand for traceability 
and quality assurance.


